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Physicists in Industry (1)
The rapid change and the increasing complexity of modern technologies need much more cooperation between engineers
and physicists to fully exhaust the inherent potentials. The SPS could be an “… effective portal for accessing and meeting
people (as will be stated below) ...” to bridge the gap between the academic and the industrial side. One possibility to stimulate the dialogue is to ask physicists working in industry, if young colleagues should be encouraged to work in their field?
B. Braunecker

Iain A. Neil, Physicist and Optical Designer
I Design Skills

Introduction

Q: What are the criteria of a good design?
IN: It tends to depend somewhat on the application where
size, weight, image quality, cost and so on are important to
varying degrees but usually the main aim is to achieve a
design that acceptably meets the target specification and
which is producible at an economic cost.

The international year of Light IYL15 demonstrated impressively the overwhelming possibilities of photonic systems in
the future. Light as a carrier of spatial, spectral and time
information will be used more and more for many scientific and industrial applications. But we need smart optical
systems to control the data flow of very large space-timebandwidth products. Consequently, the design and the fabrication of high quality optical systems will be of major importance. While in former times the optical design was more
the working field of mathematicians, the change to photonic
systems will require more and more the expert knowhow of
physicists.

Q: Why is optical design work still challenging, even
with today’s powerful programs and hardware?
IN: What seems to never end is computer hardware and
software becoming more sophisticated, customer requirements becoming more demanding and almost impossible
optical solutions needed to be found, at virtually no cost of
course. The overall challenge for optical design work to be
successful is to properly combine a variety of technologies
not just lenses but lighting, sensors, etc. which means that
there are many permutations to finding good optical solutions.

In the following we ask Iain A. Neil, who recently joined our
society, how he sees the advancement of optical design?
Iain, who is now living in Switzerland for over a decade, is
one of the world’s best known optical designers. During his
impressive career he developed many camera lenses for
the movie industry. It must be exciting for him to watch great
Hollywood movies and read the credits such as ‘Filmed
with cameras and lenses by Panavision’, of which many of
the lenses he worked on developing. No wonder, that the
Hollywood movie industry honoured him with 12 Academy
Awards!

Q: How important is intuition and how do you proceed?
IN: I have always thought of optical design work as being
both scientific and artistic in nature, where the scientific part
requires sound knowledge of Physics and Mathematics and
the artistic part involves some intuition, as in an optical design which has light rays smoothly passing through optical
components. Improving the latter can actually help speed
up the design process and reach good solutions. For most
optics, including high end optics, it always makes sense to

Novel zoom lens system utilizing a
single axially movable lens group
(G2) combined with a stationary variable power lens cell (LC) to provide
zooming, focusing and thermal compensation (US patent 8,773,766 B2).
The optical power of the liquid cell is
altered by varying the electrical charge applied to a metal housing which
contains two immiscible liquids having
significantly different refractive indices, so that the interface surface between the two liquids changes shape.
This 7.6x zoom system offers diagonal
fields of view from 7.6 to 54.0 degrees
with a maximum image f/no. of 2.8 covering a 1/3 inch image sensor.
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power and their desired or undesired interaction with matter, (iv) very fast scanning systems, (v) smart modulated
coherent light for metrology applications with nm resolution
at m working distances, (vi) very tiny dimensions including
nano-optics, (vii) multi-configuration systems for simultaneous sensing & shooting, (viii) wafer chip sensors having
integrated optical systems and so on – all those modern
applications require a profound physical understanding.

do some initial technical due diligence like reviewing what’s
been done before through public domain information such
as technical papers and patents. This doesn’t always provide a starting point optical design but often suggests the
design direction to go in and what steps and in what order
should be undertaken. When doing novel zoom lens optical
design work my preference is to divide the optical system
into separate optical parts for early optimization. For example, the focusing objective group, the zoom groups and the
rear stationary group can first be optimized individually then
later joined together to be optimized as a whole. Even with
a streamlined process zoom lenses can take several years
to optically design.

Q: Why should physicists work in optical design?
IN: Since Physics is a core subject for addressing the aforementioned topics Physics really becomes a must for entering the optics arena. Optics is also an interesting field for
physicists because there is so much groundbreaking work
taking place. For the inventive physicist I believe that optical
design can be an exciting occupation and coupled with entrepreneurship can provide excellent remuneration. However, there are drawbacks to becoming an experienced optical
designer. Even though general optics training is available
at many academic institutions, today there is little training
focused specifically on optical design. Furthermore, formal
practical optical design training which was once almost universally available in industry in the form of apprenticeships
has become less common. One way for physicists to acquire optical design experience is to work under an optical
design mentor in industry who acts as a teacher and guide
thus enabling experience to be gained over say five to ten
years.

Q: What about other skills?
IN: Optical design is a multi-skill discipline that encompasses a broad range of skills such as being or acting as a
scientist, artist, listener and interpreter of customer wishes,
understanding innovation, being novel, patenting optical
inventions and ideally appreciating the whole design and
development process of going from concept to reach final
product.
II Relation to Physics
The optical design field is expanding because of the number
and diversity of applications. We mention some examples,
(i) new space optics working under severe environmental
conditions like irradiation by energetic particles, extreme
temperature ranges and large mechanical shock, (ii) light
sources from and between 13 nm to the terahertz region,
(iii) femto- and attosecond pulses of up to several MW

Q: Why did you join the SPS and what do you expect?
IN: Most of my optical design experience has been obtained
outside of Switzerland and although I do know some Swiss
physicists I would like to meet others, especially those ac-
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ics. In 2015 he was also awarded an honorary Doctor
of Science degree from the University of Strathclyde. He
has been active in the optics industry for over 38 years
and is currently a fellow member of SPIE and SMPTE, a
member of SPS, OSA and ASC and a voting member of
©A.M.P.A.S ®.

Iain A. Neil is a Swiss based Optical Consultant whose
company ScotOptix contracts globally with optical technology companies; providing technical, business and intellectual property expertise with specialization in zoom
lenses, multi-configuration optical systems and new technology implementation.
Previously, he was employed as Executive Vice President of Research and Development and Chief Technical
Officer at Panavision Inc., Manager Systems Engineering
at Ernst Leitz Canada Ltd. (now Raytheon) and Head of
Optical Design at Barr & Stroud Ltd (now Thales).
In addition, he has been involved in start-up and venture
capital funded companies in various capacities including
Managing Director. He has over 100 worldwide optically
related patents issued and applied for, has published and
edited 30+ papers and books and has garnered 12 Academy Awards, 2 Emmies and the Fuji Gold Medal.
In 2003, he was awarded Alumnus of the Year from the
University of Strathclyde in Scotland, and in 2004 became Visiting Professor of their Department of Phystively involved in the field of optics. When one owns an optical consulting business the priority is on keeping it running,
so SPS seemed to me like an effective portal for accessing and meeting people. I also thought that SPS might be a
good platform for science meeting industry in optics. Considering that optics in university is different from optics in industry, SPS might offer an optics bridge between academia
and industry. This could include some kind of involvement
by SPS with cross learning activity, perhaps via continuing
professional development (CPD) courses in optics, like the
one I am involved in preparing and which is planned to start
later this year at the University of Strathclyde in Glasgow,
Scotland, UK.

ing with suppliers who want to know how to do things all
by themselves! One way to mitigate this is to keep moving
the bar, so that even as a supplier learns what’s involved to
make a current product, a new functionally equivalent but
technologically different product materializes. Another way
to stay ahead of competitors is to greatly innovate an optical product. When effectively done this may even help keep
alive the consumer market.
Q: How important is the feedback and local proximity
between designer and production?
IN: Feedback between design and production is always important for maximizing the features and advantages of any
product. With modern optical product the economic factors
are inclined to dominate the choice of locations for design
and production, which in the case of Europe usually means
many optical parts being supplied from abroad. What may
be more important is that the designers, either by themselves or via marketing/business personnel, listen closely
to what the marketplace wants as opposed to what the producer wants to give them. For example, in the entertainment
industry you not only need to hear from afar what camera
lenses the cinematographer wants to use but to fully understand his/her needs, you really should be with the cinematographer on the film set, maybe even in the studio. This
could mean that the designer needs to be located at, or at
least visits, one of the biggest industry hubs such as Los
Angeles. Here it can be seen firsthand how the cinematographer is actually using the camera equipment including the
camera lens before commencing with any new optical design development.

III Optical Industry
Q: The mass market of consumer optics is Asian dominated, but where can Europeans take profit?
IN: High end optical systems would be the most obvious
ones to concentrate on but there are other opportunities.
What is important here is to maximize the use of skill-sets
and in-depth hands on experience. These work very effectively in the design, development and final assembly plus
testing of optical devices even for those that are not totally
high end. In comparison, parts manufacture may be generally difficult to do competitively in Europe, although this
could possibly be done in some automated way. However,
copying by competitors will surely happen. The skill-sets
that are important for Europe should be protected by not
transferring knowledge to others involved in the product
cycle. This can be tricky to accomplish when one is work-
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